
Commodity Intelligence
Q3 2016: Save me the Waltz. 



How do we value equity with negative bond yields?

~Strongly implies 
deflation.

~Strongly implies rising 
fade.

~Leaves organic 
growth, rare and 
valuable.



From 1980 to 2015 real assets have been a bear. 

~Where’s the upside in 
‘reliable businesses with 
core earnings’ e.g Colgate 
Palmolive.?

~Massive compression in 
commodity equity 
valuations, and returns. 

~The ‘ Warren Buffett’ 
methodology has had a 
massive tail-wind for 30 yrs.



Too Much Stuff. 

There were 700 odd last year, now it’s 1000, this theme is getting worse.

OIL: We’re are NOT replacing declines. The one ‘core’ commodity in clear supply 
contraction.

 



Global economy stagnates.

Deep consensus on 
this now. 

Obvious conclusion:

~Old economy is at 
‘max’ stimulation.

~New Economy 
nearing max impact. 



New Theme: Reality vs History. 

Genscape:



Digital Disruption Destroys GNP.

As we measure more, we reduce 
errors in transactions.

As we reduce errors in 
transactions we ‘remove’ 
superfluous GNP.



Google trends: Growth. 

Growth searches match our ‘impression’ of the last decade. 

Note recent ‘tick down’.

Perversely ‘value’ investors need ‘growth’ to rise to make their ideas pay.

>>> MOST investors still positioned for ‘value’.



China vs USA: Politics MATTERS. 

From 
inception 
until today 
dollar 
investors 
have lost 
42% of 
capital in 
China.

China has vastly outperformed the USA economically.
The US has vastly outperformed China in returns.
China is Marxist. USA is capitalist.  
IS THIS THE ROOT CAUSE OF BREXIT/TRUMP/ANTI-ELITE SURGE?

SS7S&p S
S&P500 indexed to China.

China MSCI index absolute terms.



This drives a political response. 

Google trends: real time, nailed brexit.

Polls missed this.

Commentators missed this.

~ANTI ELITE A BIG EMERGING TREND

~Implicit message: “elite has failed”

GOLD!! 



EU Hedge Funds have realised this.



Trump vs Clinton.



Turnout

~Potentially a high turnout election.

~’Reagan Democrats’, if they vote, will 
vote for Trump.

~GOLD again! 



Trump is more interesting to voters.

~Suggests that the odds against his Presidency are way too high.

~Suggests that the election is ‘his to lose’

~Suggests a rally in base metals??

Hilary is:

~Elite.

~’A liar allowed to walk free’. FBI confirms fears.  

~Boring. 



Thinking about the future.



Hugo Award Winners are powerful 
stock market theme predictors.

~Sexuality is confused and confusing in this book.

~Themes: Amoral elite given a kick. Heroine is not 
likeable. No good vs evil. 

~Fusion of many technologies: AI and Biotech dominate. 

This is a ‘dark’ book.



Last years Hugo: Chinese, Hard 
Sci Fi

~First Chinese Hugo.

~Themes: Environment as sacrosanct. Humanity is the 
enemy.

~There is a an anti-elite subtext.

~First Hugo in over twenty years that does NOT feature 
Biotech.



Compare and contrast 2005 Hugo Awards:

Best Novel

● Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrell by Susanna Clarke [Bloomsbury, 2004] (fantasy)

● River of Gods by Ian McDonald [Simon & Schuster UK, 2004]

● The Algebraist by Iain M. Banks [Orbit, 2004] (PC ‘culture’ novel)

● Iron Sunrise by Charles Stross [Ace, 2004] (AI )

● Iron Council by China Miéville [Del Rey, 2004; Macmillan UK, 2004] (Language of the tribes of the left)

These are much more Utopian, idyllic, and idealistic books.  



Odd Conclusion:

Old economy is a ‘bubble’: -ve rates, massive stimulation etc.

~Bond yields.

~Central Bank QE.

New economy has all the growth: no leverage to speak off.

~Google: cash $75bn

~Facebook: cash $20bn



If there is one idea that hits hard this year:

The ‘dark’ side is to the fore:

~Anti-Elite.

~Frustrated.

~Angry.

~~~~~Politics Matters~~~~~~



Bitcoin transforms Gold.

● Billon – Regulated "cryptocash" blockchain solution as digital cash for governmental fiat currencies[citation needed]

● Ethereum – Network supporting storage of Turing-complete smart contracts at specified addresses with a 15-second block time. Uses Ether as its 

token.[34]

● Hasq – blockchain based on hash functions without public key cryptography. Hasq technology[35] is implemented in TokenSwap[36]

● LaZooz – decentralized real-time ride sharing[37]

● Mastercoin – Metaprotocol with the ability to process various transactions and sub-currencies[citation needed]

● Namecoin – Digital currency that can store data within a chain[citation needed]

● Nxt – Cryptocurrency financial platform that uses proof of stake to reach consensus for transactions. It has an integrated Asset Exchange, 

messaging system and marketplace.[citation needed]

● Peercoin – Cryptocurrency-based token incorporating proof of stake in its consensus model.[citation needed]

● Swarm and Koinify – decentralized crowdfunding[38]

● Synereo – synchronous and asynchronous communication[39]
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Blockchain may make Central Banks redundant.

~Private sector uses collateral to make contract.

~Collateral today is International bank CD.

~With blockchain it could just as easily be gold.

~Potential for Gold to remonitise~

       ~First technology we’ve seen in 30 years that’s bullish Gold.~



Oil is below replacement cost.

At current prices we can justify 70% of maintenance costs and almost no exploration. 



USGS view of Oil Shales in 2013.



Rig Moves 2013 Q1.

So most rigs in 
2013 were in 
entirely speculative 
plays.

There’s a much 
larger productivity 
boost to come than 
realised.



EIA ‘Official Shales’ today. 



Permian Scale. 

We can therefore roughly estimate the following:

At >$80 Oil: Permian resource: 159bn boee commercial recoverable. (or approx Canada)

At $80 Oil: Permian resource: 95bn boee commercial recoverable. (Iraq?)

At $70 Oil: Permian resource:  76bn boee (3x China)

At $60 Oil: 63bn boee. (50% of Russia)

At $50 Oil: 21bn boee (Brazil)

At $40 Oil: 6bn boee. (No serious countries we know in conventional are commercial down at $40.)



Most of the low cost Oil is US shale.



Conclusions:

1: Growth beats Value.

2: Oil and Gold are the only two commodities with upside.

3: Politics matters, and the overriding theme is chaos. 

Our portfolio:

20% Oil. 10% Gold. (rising sharply!)

20% Biotech( down 30% from last year).  20% Internet. 10% ‘Big Data’.

20% other ideas. Nothing in the middle of the economy. 


